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Patricia Mobley
Patricia Mobley
Slated To Reign At Homecoming

Patricia Mobley of Greensboro, a senior engineering mathematics major, will reign at A&T State University's Homecoming celebration October 12-14.

Patricia, who took part in the "A&T" last spring, will be crowned at 8 P.M. October 12. Her upperclass major, will reign at A&T State Army ROTC Detachment, and a Math. Club, treasurer of Alpha Phi Omega, member of the Off-Campus Club, and a Sophomore Scholar, is president of the Student Council and the Engineering SDEG.

The annual pep rally and bonfire will be held during the day following the homecoming parade with more entertainment. The A&T football coach Bert Piggott is going to protest Saturday night's CIAA game against Johnson C. Smith as Memorial Union, it was found out recently. The ARA Slater Food Services handles the two cafes, the newly opened Red Carpet Room, and employs approximately 75 full time workers and about the same number of students.

Student have varied opinions, all of which were unfavorable. The knocking and questioning to know why many people should receive a satisfaction of grade "C", it makes one think that all abows we have been eating by faith alone," remarked Curtis Branier, a senior and a noted campus leader.

Coach Piggott
Protests Game Against Smith

A&T football coach Bert Piggott is going to protest Saturday night's CIAA game against Johnson C. Smith at Memorial Stadium for a number of reasons. The University dairy has now been informed about the required procedures. For the spring semester, he announced that he plans to hire a team of specialists to conduct supervision. He cautioned, however, that it could work only if all students cooperate and perform necessary supervision forms on the prescribed days. The only students who may possibly encounter difficulties, "noted the President, "are those who fall courses."

As promised, the President released his latest pep-song, "Aggies Are Made For Winning." The song is written to the tune of "These Boots Are Made For Walking." It replaces his latest pep-song, "A&T Football." The song was warmly accepted by the student body editors and was successfully sung through its entirety.

Mayor Bain Addresses President's Club

Sweating the importance of commu-

nization, Mayor Carter, teaming with Lyons to "get a grip" on this little problem of housekeeping of a little problem of housekeeping in the charter Moore gym at the University and run by ARA Slater Food Services, commented, "they will be right out here at the rear of Sockwell Hall. It made me think that all along we have been eating by faith alone," remarked Curtis Branier, a senior and a noted campus leader.

In his closing comments, Presi-

dent Dowdy solicited the help and spirit of the campus leaders in con-

cerns about registration pro-

cedures. For the spring semester, he announced that he plans to hire a team of specialists to conduct supervision. He cautioned, however, that it could work only if all students cooperate and perform necessary supervision forms on the prescribed days. The only students who may possibly encounter difficulties, "noted the President, "are those who fall courses."

As promised, the President released his latest pep-song, "Aggies Are Made For Winning." The song is written to the tune of "These Boots Are Made For Walking." It replaces his latest pep-song, "A&T Football." The song was warmly accepted by the student body editors and was successfully sung through its entirety.
The movie, "Hawaii" has the city of High Point embarrassed, according to latest news report. Bennie Hamilton, manager of the Center Theater in High Point, was arrested for violation of Ordinance 93-W-11, which forbids the exhibition of nude breasts of females over the age of 12 on a licensed theater screen.

The ordinance was originally planned to stop the showing of so-called "nude" films. It has now become an embarrassment because "Hawaii" is about early missionaries who want to change the ordnance, and the fact that nude breasts appear briefly in the film is almost incidental rather than an "error" that High Point has made.

The film played at the Center Theater in Greensboro for several weeks this summer. It received very poor reviews, and anybody who has seen it will probably agree that it isn't worth the publicity it is now getting.

A possible half-hour of entertainment is dragged out for more than that. It has a story with a future's most sustaining characters dead long before the picture ends. The climax is hidden among several incidents of equal importance.

If you were a gypsy, son of a villain and a dancer. When Django was in the hospital, he was looked after in the hospital and the gypsy asked him if he thought he could make a career singing ballads and playing with Gypsy bands. He answered, "Yes, I'd love to try it." He started playing the guitar, a major accomplishment for a young gitar­rist.

On November 2, 1928, a week after his employment, he was sleeping in the trailer when he was attacked by a dog. Before he could recover, the dog had bit him on the leg.

While Django was in the hospital, his mother supported them for years by making and selling folk flowers. He heard a rustling in the flowers and took a candle to investigate. He found the gypsy lying near the bed and ordered the doctors to leave him alone. While Django played, the fingers which were fused together were paral­lel. The fingers were paralyzed for life.

Most of the guitarist of today's time, in the late Django Reinhardts, many, non-professional guitar­ists are working with the old masters, but after hearing him, you are usually sold on him for life.

Salvado was to the guitar what Django was to the violin and a dancer. When Django was to the guitar what Zutano was to the violin, his signature con­certin.

Django was a gypsy, son of a villain and a dancer. When Django was in the hospital, he was looked after in the hospital and the gypsy asked him if he thought he could make a career singing ballads and playing with Gypsy bands. He answered, "Yes, I'd love to try it." He started playing the guitar, a major accomplishment for a young gitar­rist.

As his fame grew, he received numerous requests for his autograph, but he always refused to write his name. His attempt to learn to write Django failed; but he did learn to sign D. Reinhardt. He pricked his signature const­antly, writing on anything he could find a pen. He bought several watches and put them in his pocket to keep the watches in his pocket because "Hawaii" is about early missionaries who want to change the ordnance, and the fact that nude breasts appear briefly in the film is almost incidental rather than an "error" that High Point has made.

He played - sometimes three or sometimes fewer, but always played with the same hand. He did not play a standard instrument, winning several talent award.

Salvado, when on tour, was said to be a virtuoso on both the violin and the guitar. He played - sometimes three or sometimes fewer, but always played with the same hand. He did not play a standard instrument, winning several talent award.

Salvado, when on tour, was said to be a virtuoso on both the violin and the guitar. He played - sometimes three or sometimes fewer, but always played with the same hand. He did not play a standard instrument, winning several talent award.

There is only one legitimate de­cision for this one, have been published and that are interested in this or other ways of dealing with the years approaching the new psychodelic pendant centered in the United States.

Regarding the Vietnamese, the term "Vietcong" means freedom. Freedom is not the opposite of communism; freedom means freedom from the control of other countries or other people. Freedom is what we have been promoting in South Viet Nam.

I urge the students and faculty of A&T State University to remember that we are not in a war against a nation, but in a war against a system. We are fighting for freedom, for the right to determine our own destiny, for the right to be free to live as we please, to worship as we please, to pursue happiness as we please.

For the brave girls who will be sporting the new midi-lengths between the hemline and the knee, without the swinging new fall accesories, the greatest looking outfit would be just below the knee are smashing. They should adorn the ordnance, or either ignore the violations, or should change the ordinance or either ignore the violations.

"The Aggies' Verdict" by Pamela Wall

Without the swinging new fall accessories, the greatest looking outfit would be just below the knee.

"Pacesitters For Bookworms"

Among the numerous books that have been published and that are interested in this or other ways of dealing with the years approaching the new psychodelic pendant centered in the United States.

Regarding the Vietnamese, the term "Vietcong" means freedom. Freedom is not the opposite of communism; freedom means freedom from the control of other countries or other people. Freedom is what we have been promoting in South Viet Nam.

I urge the students and faculty of A&T State University to remember that we are not in a war against a nation, but in a war against a system. We are fighting for freedom, for the right to determine our own destiny, for the right to be free to live as we please, to worship as we please, to pursue happiness as we please.
The "Super-Block" In Radio

"Today Is Like Ready Cash," Says Rev. Bishop

The Reverend Cecil Bishop, pastor of Trinity AME Zion Church, was the speaker at the first vesper service this school year.

His sermon was centered around the eternal question, "What shall you do with life?"

"Yesterday," he said, "is like a cancelled check; tomorrow is like a promise now, but today (now) is like ready cash. Now is the time for us to prepare ourselves for the arduous task of running life. He emphasized that appearances were easy to join the crowd.

The "Super-Block" In Radio

By I. V. SELLERS

For 20 years, seven hours a day six days a week, nearly 2,000 New Yorkers listened to the music voice of a professional "Twister." His voice was so smooth and compelling that one night he persuaded 109 New Jerseyites to run from Murphy Hall.

The speaker challenged the audience to be that valiant and courageous person running life. He emphasized that all resources and mechanical engineering student. A very ugly path running parallel to the steps has developed as a result of the unsavory steps. Flaverm Jess, sophomore, physical education major, and Marie Legato, junior sociology major, found the path a better and less obstructive route to Murphy Hall.

The service and a reception following it were attended by the choir, under the direction of Howard Pearsall.

First Choice Of The Engageables

They like the smart styling and the perfect center diamond ... a brilliant gem of fine cut and low cost.

Keepake DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

Welcome Back A&T Students

We are here to serve you in drycleaning at the most reasonable prices for QUALITY WORK SPECIALS EVERY WEEK Tues. - Wed. - Thurs. 4 Sweaters - 4 Pants - 4 Skirts or any combination of 4 $1.10.

SHIRTS — 5 for $1.00 with Dry Cleaning order

CLOSERD MONDAYS

1606 E. Market St.
The defensive unit was most impressive, as illustrated in last week's Thompson-Georgia Tech contest. It was very obvious that A & T's offense was superior.

Against the Golden Bulls, the defense was utterly amazing. The flashy defense led by James Willie (74) of Wilmington led up six tackles. These were some members that enabled the Aggie defense to stop a powerful Johnson C. Smith to a single touchdown. The fantastic play helped Smith's PAT to hold preserved the tie. In drills next week Coach Piggett has limited errors to iron out.

**JOIN ISU FELLOWSHIP CHORUS**

First Rehearsal on SATURDAY, OCT. 7
5 P.M.
Ball Room, Student Union
Planists and Organists Needed

**SPORTS BY MARK OLDS**

**Defensive Unit Impressive**

The Aggie defensive unit displayed more recognition than illustrated in last week's Thompson-Georgia Tech contest. It was very obvious that A & T's offense was superior. Against Johnson C. Smith the defense was utterly amazing. The flashy defense set up a powerful Johnson C. Smith to a single touchdown. The fantastic play that forced Smith's PAT to hold preserved the tie. In drills next week Coach Piggett has limited errors to iron out.

**Aggies And Bulls Lock-Up At 6-6 As Smith Scores In Last Seconds**

Saturday night the Aggie fans watched a 6-6 deadlock in the last seven seconds of the game as Johnson C. Smith's reserve quarterback hit his split and Joe Johnson with a high aerial pass that tied the game at 6-6.

The Aggies held the Bulls to only 6 first downs; however, the Bulls controlled the ball for most of the contest but were never able to pass a touchdown until the final seconds of the game.

Merl Code, a 204 lb. defensive back of the Aggies set up our first touchdown when he picked off a Duncan aerial on the 30. Code was injured later in the game.

A thrilling play by quarterback Pearson gave the Aggies their only score. Pearson ran around his right end and bulling over a defender carried the load over. Punt specialist missed the point which gave the Aggies their 6-0 lead.

During the game, the Aggies had one other opportunity to score when the Bulls' punt was returned out of the end zone to the 10. The Aggies hope for scoring went down the drain when Pearson fumbled. The ball was recovered by a powerful Johnson C. Smith to a single touchdown. The fantastic play that forced Smith's PAT to hold preserved the tie. In drills next week Coach Piggett has limited errors to iron out.

**If your major is listed here, IBM wants to see you October 17th/18th**

**Your major, whatever it is, makes you a prime candidate for a career with IBM.**

Sign up for an interview at your placement office right away—even if you're headed for graduate school or military service.

**Why is IBM interested in so many different people?**

The basic reason is growth. Information processing is the fastest growing, fastest changing major industry in the world. IBM computers and other products are being used to solve problems in widely diverse areas, such as government, law, education, medicine, science, the humanities. We need people with almost every kind of background. That's why we want to talk with you.

**Whatever your major, you could do a lot of good things at IBM. Change the world (maybe). Make money (certainly). Continue your education (through our Tuition Refund Program, for example). And have a wide choice of places to work (over 300 locations throughout the United States).**

We'll be on campus to interview for careers in Marketing and Computer Applications. Let's get together and talk about your future.